Swiftstop Anti-Barricade Doorset with Full-Door Ligature Alarm

Product Innovation Highlights

Swiftstop Anti-Barricade Doorset with Full-Door Ligature Alarm is the safest doorset in Behavioral Health. In an emergency, this world-leading doorset alerts staff and provides access to a patient’s room in two seconds.

Solving a Healthcare Challenge

**70%** of inpatient suicides occur by hanging. **53%** of deaths involve a door.

**Time** can make the difference between saving and losing a life in a behavioral setting. If a patient barricades their door, staff have a short window of time to access the room and prevent the individual from harm. Unfortunately, many doorsets in behavioral environments don’t provide emergency access, so staff may be unable to open the door to help a patient in time.

About Safehinge Primera

We are a purpose-led design company with a proud team of people who listen and observe to understand your challenges with doors and the wider built environment in Behavioral Health facilities.
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Solution
We're dedicated to preventing patient suicides and have worked closely with healthcare professionals and patients to design our Anti-Barricade Doorset with Full-Door Ligature Alarm.

Our Full-Door Ligature Alarm turns the entire door into a weighing scale. A wireless suicide detection system alerts clinical staff if a **vertical load of over 11 pounds** is applied anywhere on the door. Once staff are alerted to the incident, our Anti-Barricade Doorset provides emergency access **in just 2 seconds**.

**Product Release Date:**
- Swiftstop, Anti-Barricade Doorset launched in 2016
- Full-Door Ligature Alarm launched in 2018

**Features**
- Fastest on the market, providing emergency access **in just 2 seconds**
- Collapsible Anti-Barricade Doorstop that can be operated from a position of safety
- Combined Full-Door Ligature Alarm addresses ligature risk at all heights when the door is opened or closed - saving lives
- Nightingale Gold Award Winner 2022

**Evaluation and Success**
We are continuously gathering customer feedback to ensure we're adapting our products to meet the needs of staff and patients. For our Anti-Barricade Doorset with Full-Door Ligature Alarm, customers shared that our ligature alarm would only alert staff when it was in the closed position, which was a risk as inpatients could still ligature if the door were open. So we redesigned our doorset to address ligature risk in both opened and closed positions.

**Disclaimer:** While The Center believes that the information in this resource is valid, it has not utilized the product, nor tested any of the listed findings. The Center disclaims any warranties, expressed or implied, regarding this content.